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Ultimate Andalucia
How to experience Southern Spain in style

Few places in the world can offer the rich
multicultural heritage, stunning scenery, fabulous
food, and superb quality of high-end hotels which
you find Southern Spain. This is an area which
doesn’t have the reputation for luxury travel which
it deserves – here’s how to enjoy the beautiful and
seductive region of Andalucia in the utmost style.
From pristine golden beaches,
Andalucia has over 1000km of
coastline - to snow-capped mountains,
breathtaking white hilltop villages,
rolling olive groves, and moonscape
deserts: the variety of landscapes
within a few hours’ drive of each
other is like nowhere else in Europe.
This region of southern Spain has
no less than six World Heritage
sites, including the stunning Alcazar
of Seville, the majestic Alhambra
in Granada, and the mesmerising
Mezquita of Cordoba. Having
been ruled by Phoenician, Roman,
Visigothic and Moorish North African
settlers over the centuries, the
culture, gastronomy and architecture
of Andalucia are an extraordinary and
intriguing blend of past and present.
Gastronomically, Andalucia is a
revelation: you can find the finest
fresh local ingredients: bluefin tuna
(flown to Japan for sushi), huge
prawns, jamon serrano (cured ham)
and extra virgin olive oil, as well as
sherry – back in fashion again - and
other excellent local wines.

In recent years, tapas - the traditional
way of eating out socially in Andalucia
- have undergone a revolution,
becoming a gourmet art form,
with innovative, delicious flavour
combinations (prawn carpaccio with
ginger ice-cream, tataki of beef with
basil and lime), beautifully plated and
matched with the new generation of
wines from Ronda, Malaga, Cordoba
and Seville.
Well-known for their gregarious,
fun-loving nature, the Andalucians
will welcome you warmly to their
colourful local fiestas – from the
sombre, moving Semana Santa
(Easter Holy Week), with its dramatic
processions through the streets, to
the madness of the Ferias, where you
drink and dance till dawn.
This is a region with everything
the discerning traveller expects including, naturally, warm weather
with cloudless blue skies: southern
Spain has an average of 300 days’
sunshine a year. A holiday in
Andalucia has only one drawback –
that it has to end.

A palace on wheels
Sweeping you effortlessly from one historic city to the next – eight in total – on
a majestic six-night journey around spectacular southern Spain, the luxury AlAndalus train will show you the region’s high points in unparalleled style.
By Fiona Watson
SPAIN

ndalucia is a land
of passion, cultural
melding and sunshine. Colours are
vibrant,
dancing
is full of intense
emotion, food is a favourite topic of
conversation, and the Moorish influence can be felt in everything from
favourite dishes to spectacular hilltop
palaces and castles.
The Al-Andalus train route starts in
Seville, capital of Andalucia, home
to the 14th-century Alcazar palace.
A romp through centuries and architectural styles, this encompasses
mudejar (Christian-Islamic), Gothic
and Renaissance styles. The exquisite royal palace, with its gardens
of exotic, fragrant plants, Italianate
sculpture and pretty tiled benches
and fountains, has starred in countless movies and TV series – most recently, Game of Thrones.

A few steps away is the largest Gothic cathedral in the world, whose belltower was once a minaret; it houses
Christopher Columbus’ tomb. The
palace and cathedral - along with the
Archive of the Indies, housing thousands of documents about the conquest of the New World, located between them – are a UNESCO World
Heritage site, once of many around
Andalucia.
A short walk from here, in delightful
Maria Luisa Park, Plaza de España is
a magnificent semi-circular building
with mini-canal, built for the 1929
World Fair, which aimed to reassert
Spain’s status on the world stage after the long, painful process of losing
its empire. Celebrating each of the
country’s 48 provinces in hand-paint-
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Visiting eight captivating cities - Sevilla, Jerez, Cádiz, Ronda, Granada, Úbeda, Baeza and Córdoba - the Al-Andalus train takes you through the heart of Andalucía in 5-star comfort.
ed ceramic tile panels, all made in
the city, it is a dazzling feat of architecture.
The next stop south-west from Seville is Jerez, renowned for its purebred dancing horses, and home to
the centuries-old sherry industry (the
Arabic name was Xerex, pronounced
“sheresh”). This famous fortified
wine comes in a number of varieties,
from pale bone-dry to dark and delectably sweet. On the fascinating
bodega tour, followed of course by
a tasting, you’ll see the unique way
sherry is made by blending wine
from differently-aged barrels. Manzanilla dry sherry is the traditional
drink at Andalucia’s many ferias – the

48 provinces
of Spain are featured in hand-painted
ceramic tile panels in Seville’s amazing
Plaza de España, all made in the city.

‘The Al-Andalus
train route starts
in Seville, capital
of Andalucía, home
to the 14th-century
Alcazar palace’
high-octane parties held annually by
each town or city.
A short hop along the line to the coast
is the oldest city in Europe, Cadiz,
a port almost completely surrounded by the Atlantic, with authentic
charm and superb seafood, as well as
wonderful beaches such as La Caleta beach. San Sebastian fort, at the
end of a causeway, appeared in the
James Bond film Die Another Day
as private island off Havana. Cadiz is
famous for its wild carnival in Feb-

ruary, which sees groups of grown
men dress up in elaborate costumes,
and sing satirical songs in the street.
Gaditanos, the inhabitants of the city,
are famous for their brave, independent spirit.
One of the best-know views of Andalucia – and they are manifold – is
the 100-metre deep gorge at Ronda,
inland from the Costa del Sol. This
narrow gap in the limestone cliff,
spanned by an 18th century bridge,
slices the town in two. Ronda is home
to an important bullring, the sports’
spiritual home, and numerous Arabic
baths, palaces and former mosques.
In the 19th century, the area was famous for its bandits.
The following day, another iconic vista of southern Spain: the Alhambra,
the world’s finest Moorish (Islamic North African) palace. This vast,
sprawling hilltop palace was built by
the Nasrid dynasty as their paradise
on earth; indeed, its intricately patterned stucco walls and pillared patios with pools are sublimely beautiful.
Granada was also the home city of
one of Spain’s most famous literary
figures – Federico Garcia Lorca.
Don’t miss the Albaicin Arabic hill
quarter with its carmenes – mansions
with private walled gardens (a few
are open). You’ll see lots of pomegranate trees here – granada is the
Spanish word for this seed-filled pink
fruit. Climb up the steep, narrow
streets of the Albaicin before sunset
and you’ll be rewarded with an unforgettable view of the pink-tinged
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850 columns

of granite and jasper, designed to look
like a forest, adorn the 10th century
Mezquita of Córdoba - once the largest
place of worshp in the world. This
curious and unique building is a mosque
with a cathedral inside.

Alhambra atop its hill opposite, as
the vast complex glows below the
Sierra Nevada mountain peaks. The
Albaicin, Alhambra and Generalife
gardens together are recognised by
UNESCO as World Heritage.
Two of the best-kept secrets in a
region full of architectural wonders are the Renaissance towns of
Ubeda and its little sister, Baeza, in
Jaen province, in the far north-east
of the route. Built of warm golden
sandstone, the towns’ historic centres boast perfectly-preserved, finely decorated 16th and 17th palaces,
churches, gates and universities,
forming more World Heritage sites.
Both towns are surrounded by a sea
of olive fields – Jaen produces more
olive oil than the whole of Italy. Since
there are no airports within easy
reach, the towns are less well-visited
than you’d expect.
The final stop on the Al-Andalus
train’s journey is the medieval city of
Cordoba, once the largest metropolis in Western Europe. The capital of the Caliphate was a centre of
trade, industry and learning, where
Christians, Jews and Muslims lived

harmoniously together – you can still
visit the synagogue in the Juderia,
or Jewish quarter. But the highlight
is the Mezquita, or mosque, which
dates from the 10th century - you
will probably recognise its striped
arches. This curious – and unique
– building is a mosque with a cathedral inside. Once the largest place
of worship in the world, it has more
than 850 columns of granite and jasper, designed to look and feel like a
forest. Another delight of Cordoba
is the flower-filled patios, bite-size
blooming oases in the city’s heart –
the annual Cordoba Patios festival in
May, as well as the old centre and the
Mezquita, are also World Heritage.
This is a one-of-a-kind journey which
transports you around the architectural riches of Andalucia, soaking up
the majestic Moorish monuments
and charming cities while travelling
on an exceptional train with impeccable service.
It’s all about the journey.
Discover Andalucia on
video.
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The Warmest Welcome
The Andalusian people are delightfully charming. Their generous
spirit and genuine hospitality will surprise you.
By Fiona Watson

ndalucia is well-known
for the warmth of its
people. This tradition of
hospitality in the sunny
southern Spanish region is a strong
part of its heritage, stretching back
centuries to when the Phoenicians
and Romans colonised the Iberian
peninsula, socialising and trading
with neighbouring nations.
An Andalucian is never happier
than when welcoming a visitor into
their home, and when you visit any

of the region’s excellent hotels and
restaurants, you will experience this
delightful charm and generosity of
spirit. Smiles, greetings and cheerful
chat are a normal part of life in any
town or city. Andalucians are always
delighted to meet new people and to
show them the high points of where
they live, and like nothing better
than to see visitors appreciate their
history, gastronomy and joyful way of
life.
As you’d expect in a region with

6,000,000

nights were spent in Andalucía in 2015
by more than 1,000,000 British visitors

an impressive upscale offering
for visitors, Andalucia has a wide
range of sophisticated restaurants
and five-star hotels which follow
this traditional custom of warm
welcomes, whether a majestic castle
or an bijou boutique mansion.
Unsurprisingly, more and more
discerning British visitors are drawn
to the region every year, where they
spend contented days ensconced in
its prestigious hotels and restaurants,
with their friendly staff, breathtaking
locations, and superb cuisine; many
hotels offer world-class facilities
such as spas and golf courses.
A total of over a million British
visitors to the region spent more
than six million nights here during

6,000 ROOMS

in five-star hotels exist in Andalucía,
many located in the Malaga province.

2015, up 12% on the previous year,
according to figures from Spain’s
National Institute of Statistics (INE).
Andalucia now offers a total of nearly
6,000 rooms in five-star hotels, many

of which are located in Malaga
province, on and around the Costa
del Sol.
For British visitors, one of the
main reasons for choosing Spain as
their destination is its gastronomy.
In recent years, Andalucia’s whole
food scene has undergone a massive
shift, from traditional cheese and
jamon iberico-type tapas, to taste
combinations as innovative as they
are sophisticated, using premiumquality local ingredients such as
sustainably-caught bluefin tuna and
retinto beef.
Gourmet is the norm here, with the
region’s wines also enjoying new-

found status, while Sherry is the hip
mixologists’ favourite ingredient.
One notable exponent of outstanding
Andalucian cuisine is chef Dani
Garcia, who boasts two Michelin stars
to his name, and has two restaurants
located at Hotel Puente Romano
in Marbella. Indeed the province
of Malaga, favoured destination for
visitors, has a total of eight Michelin
stars.
With a winning combination of the
region’s legendary hospitality, and
service standards reaching new
heights, the region’s popularity as a
prestige destination will continue to
soar.

Dani Garcia’s restaurant in the Puente Romano Hotel, Marbella

The ultimate resort

City Palace or a Country Estate?

An oasis on the Costa del Sol that is hard to leave

Two Authentically Andalucian Hotels
Patrick Reid:
“Our clients want
experiences,
as well as a
stay in a
quality
hotel.”

Nestling between the mountains
and sea between Marbella and
Malaga and just 15 minutes from
Malaga airport is one of Europe’s
most exciting destinations, the
luxurious Reserva del Higuerón
resort and urbanisation. This is
where the Malaga Football Club
roll up to recharge their batteries
and where an international clientele
come for some serious pampering.
An entirely avant-garde urban
development
with
innovative
architectural design woven into
a natural environment, on-trend
apartments and bespoke villas
offer a unique blend of privacy
and state of the art service, not to
mention ample parks, green zones,
beauty and health facilities, sports
complexes and 24-hour security.
From its beginnings in 1998,
the resort was always going to
revolutionarise the concept of
quality on the Costa del Sol.
Catering to the customer’s every
whim, there is an eye-watering
range of facilities to enjoy, including
a Racquet School with 11 paddle

courts and two tennis courts, tai chi
classes, yoga, indoor and outdoor
pools, not to mention the critically
acclaimed Nagomi Spa where
body and soul are revived. There is
also a Michelin star restaurant, El
Sollo, run by award-winning chef
Diego Gallego and a private train
to run guests down to the beach.
“This is not a springboard for other
destinations,” says the General
Director Javier Rodriguez. “It is
the destination.”
It is hard to believe that 25 years
ago, the Higuerón was no more than
an empty plot in the countryside.
“My father was a visionary,” says
Javier. “When he bought this land,
it was in the middle of nowhere,
but he could see the location and
views were perfect.”
Now, there are 663 different
types of homes on this land,
ranging from luxury villas, terraced
and semi-detached houses, lofts
and apartments, 80% of which
are occupied all year. The last
homes to be put up are the Med
One Collection and Hill Villas

Javier Rodriguez:
“This is not a
springboard for
other destinations. It is the
destination.”

Collection.
In addition to private homes, the
resort built an ultra modern hotel
in 2012, which, due to its excellent
standards, was approached by the
Hilton Hotels chain and became
the Double Tree by Hilton Resort
& Spa Reserva del Higuerón last
year.
With its luxury appeal, the
Higuerón offers a new, chic vision
of the Costa del Sol that ties up
with the makeover in nearby
Malaga whose art galleries and
gourmet restaurants have put it
on the global tourist map. “Those
who think of the Costa del Sol as
nothing but concrete should come
and see,” says Javier. “They might
change their mind.”

When visitors come to one
of
Andalucia’s
historic
and
atmospheric cities, most choose to
stay in a beautiful converted casapalacio, or mansion. Tucked away
down a minutely narrow street
in Seville’s Alfalfa quarter is the
Corral del Rey, a luxurious 17room and suites hotel owned by
two Anglo-Spanish brothers.
Dating from the 17th century, the
main building has a traditional
patio with columns, tasteful
ethnic-chic décor and all the latest
techno gadgets. The mansion was
painstakingly restored from a ruin
over two years, opening in 2007, and
the hotel has since been extended
to include two further properties
across the street, also converted
with utmost care and sophisticated
yet low-key style.
Over half of their clientele is
British, explains Patrick Reid, who
co-owns the hotel with his brother
Anthony; and the Brits, he says,
have a strong focus on quality.
Many visitors combine a stay at
the Corral del Rey, enjoying the
“cultural hit” of buzzy city life, with
the Reids’ country estate – 14-suite
Hacienda San Rafael, located less
than an hour away, halfway between
Andalucia’s capital and the home
of sherry, Jerez de la Frontera.
“Clients love combining a stay in
both [hotels] – they complement
each other,” explains Patrick.
In a peaceful location, with large
gardens full of aromatic trees and
flowers, as well as swimming pools,
this rustic yet refined hotel is “a
great place to unwind, relax and
disconnect from life’s stresses. It’s
more of a retreat,” says Patrick.
The Hacienda is also “strategically
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Over half of the
Reids’ clientele are
British. “Guests love
combining a stay in
both hotels - they
complement each
other.”
located to visit the rest of the
region,” he continues. With easy
reach are the sherry bodegas and
horses of Jerez, the pueblos blancos
(white hilltop villages), and Doñana
National Park, a protected natural
area full of wildlife, where clients
can go on horse-riding safaris,
as well as the Costa de la Luz, an
unspoiled coast an hour from the
Hacienda. “It’s still very virgin.

Clients can go out in a boat with one
of our captains from Puerto Sherry
[a marina in El Puerto de Santa
Maria, a coastal town near Cadiz
city], or we can organise picnics on
the beach.” Patrick stresses that his
clients want experiences, as well as
to stay in a quality hotel. There’s no
shortage of those, clearly.
While the brothers are strongly
influenced by Asian standards of
service, key to both their hotels,
Patrick admits that the Andalucian
lifestyle is also an integral part of
what they offer. “The deep-rooted
culture and authentic essence –
the people are totally embracing.
Anyone who comes here realises
the warmth [of the people]. It puts
a smile on your face every day when
you walk down the street, and that
doesn’t necessarily happen in other
regions or countries”
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A destination designed
for the discerning
High on a hill above the Costa del Sol is a luxury resort, widely
acknowledged to be the finest in southern Spain. With superb
food and outstanding service, Finca Cortesin offers a top-notch
yet discreet hotel with spa and championship golf course, plus a
premium residential development.
nyone who knows
Spain’s
famous
southern
coast,
with its fabulous
beaches, buzzing
nightlife
and
celebrity fans, will be familiar with
the many seafront hotels which line
the Golden Mile.
But for those who hanker after
something quieter, more exclusive
and more private, Finca Cortesin
is the perfect option. Located on
a huge estate with spectacular sea
views, near the village of Casares, it’s
one of those hotels where you could
be forgiven for thinking you’re the
only guest. A relatively small hotel,
with just 67 exclusive suites and 5
private Villas, as it’s on a 22,000-m2
area of land, it’s easy to find peace.
“People come here in August and
ask ‘Are you empty?’” explains Javier
Lopez Granados, president of Single
Homes, the parent company of
Finca Cortesin. “In fact, the hotel is
full – we’re at 100% occupancy, but
you just don’t see the other guests.
That is why it’s such a relaxing place.”
The understated decor of the hotel,
featuring a restored wood parquet
floor from a Venetian palazzo,
flagstones from an 18th-century
Portuguese convent, and handmade
Chinese wallpaper, feels like an
historic hacienda. In fact, the building
isn’t even ten years old, but was
designed to give it an authentically
aged feel. The colonnaded patios,
brilliant bouganvillea and jasminecovered white walls, olive and
palm trees, and cobbled entrance
courtyard with its colourful tiled
fountain, all add to the Andalucian

the building is only part of the work in
creating a top hotel. “If you’re going
to stay here for a week, the food and
service are the most important things.
The structure is nice, but it’s [only]
50 percent of the work, because
without top service, your clientele is
not going to stay. So we really focus
on that.” The hotels has a ratio of
three staff to each room, which is
unusually high for a European hotel,
albeit normal in Asia. Single Home
has always focused on quality first

designed by American architect
Cabell B Robinson, voted one of
Spain’s best golf courses by Golf
Digest and Golf World magazines;
the course hosted the Volvo World
Match Play Championship for three
consecutive years. “It’s probably one
of the best-kept courses in the area,
and has helped us to set the standard
for the resort,” says Lopez Granados.
And, of course, there’s plenty to keep
the golf widows (or widowers) happy.
Most of the clientele at Finca

in all its developments, and Finca
Cortesin is no exception.
In fact, so welcoming is the hotel
that many guests don’t even leave
the estate when they come to Finca
Cortesin. And they often stay longer
than the typical three or four nights.
“We’ve had guests who have come
for three days, and stayed a month
and a half. How do we keep them for
so long? Because we never say no,”
says Lopez Granados. “Just to give
you an idea – the bar never closes. In
other hotels, the barman will tell you,
‘Last orders please, we close at 1am.’
Our bar, on the other hand, will only
close after the last client has left.”
The choice of restaurants is
impressive: Kabuki Raw, which
won a Michelin Star in 2016, serves
cutting-edge Japanese using locallycaught fish (think barbequed red
prawns with yuzu foam, or smoked
mackerel sashimi with udon); while
you can dine on Spanish haute
cuisine with a contemporary edge
at El Jardin de Lutz. There’s also an
Italian, a poolside restaurant, and the
beach restaurant, plus the golf club.
And of course how could there be
just one swimming pool? As well as
the beachside and spa pools, you can
bask under the Andalucian sun in two
huge outdoor pools, with views of the
Sierra Bermeja – one for families
(30m), and one for adults only (50m).
Golfers will love the par-72 course,

22,000

“For travellers
hankering after
peace, privacy
and sheer luxury
this ‘hacienda’ is a
destination in it’s
own right.”

Javier Lopez Granados
ambience. Another interesting touch
is that each of the 67 guest suites has
a different door, which necessitated
that every doorway was built to
order. Suites are tastefully decorated
and extremely spacious, with high
ceilings and enormous bathrooms,
and each has its own terrace or patio.
Although the hotel is renowned for
its soothing tranquillity, it isn’t far
from the bright lights of Marbella
and Puerto Banus. But some in the
area believed that the location was
too isolated, being 20 minutes’ drive
from the coast, and that it wouldn’t
succeed as there were no nearby
restaurants or other attractions.
By making Finca Cortesin a selfcontained resort, with all guests’
gastronomic and leisure needs met,
Single Home proved the nay-sayers
wrong.

2,000

metres squared of spa complete with
snow cabin and vast swimming pool is
housed in a colonial-style conservatory.

Indeed, what sets Finca Cortesin
apart is its world-class facilities,
making the hotel a destination in its
own right: 2,000-m2 spa, complete
with snow cabin and vast swimming
pool in a colonial-style conservatory;
six restaurants, including one with a
Michelin star; a PGA golf course on
the estate, as well as tennis courts
and a gym; and a beach club, with its
own 35-metre pool and Hamptonsstyle restaurant.
But as Lopez Granados points out,

metres squared of land, 67 exclusive
suites and 5 private villas means that
finding peace is easy at Finca Cortesin.

Cortesin are not Spanish – it’s very
popular with in-the-know Brits and would probably be considering
European destinations such as the
Cote d’Azur or the Italian Riviera
among their other possible holiday
options, rather than elsewhere in
Marbella, or indeed Spain.
“Finca Cortesin is more of a resort,
in that you’re going to come here for
a week or ten days – so we have a
lot of repeat clients who come here
almost every year,” Lopez Granados
explains. “The whole idea of a hotel
used to be that people went there
each summer – every second week of
July with the family, every year - so
that’s the philosophy that we have.
In that sense, we compete with the
whole Mediterranean.”
“When we bought the land, we
decided we needed to make a top
hotel and a top golf course, to set
the level for the resort. The reason
we chose such a large plot was that
it was big enough to create our own
world. Surprisingly – this was not the
original business plan – the hotel and

the golf course performed way above
our expectations and were profitable
in the third year.”
For those who are attracted by the
unusual levels of service offered by
the hotel, but would prefer to have
their own property, the residential
developments close to the hotel offer
the ideal solution. The first phase of
16 villas sold out soon after they were
built four years ago, and now the
second and third phases are being
started.
This resurgence is typical of the
turnaround in the Spanish property
and construction sector, which had
slowed during the deep economic
crisis suffered by the country. Over
the last two years sales of units have

PRODUCED BY VICEVERSA MEDIA

increased by 20% in Marbella and
the Golden Triangle. “Prices are
going up now, which is logical after
a severe economic recession. But so
are the number of units being sold,”
explains Lopez. “For seven or eight
years, no properties were built, which
has created a shortage, and most
houses which are being sold on the
Costa de Sol now are ‘second-hand’
[ie not brand new], because there
are no new developments. There’s a
lack of supply. The crisis wasn’t just
a question of prices going down, but
no houses being built.”
“The increase in property sales
is largely down to increased
confidence,”
continues
Lopez
Granados. “What is important in our

world today is confidence. If things
are going well, you’ll buy. If you
think things are going to get worse,
by definition you’re going to wait and
see.”
So does he think that now is the right
moment to buy property? “Yes,” he
affirms. “Prices are still down, a bit
more expensive than last year, but
still lots of room to go up. This is a
definitely a good time to make an
investment.”

It’s all about the
destination. Discover
Finca Cortesin on video.
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Luxury fusion

Pampering visitors is what Puente Romano Beach Resort and Spa does best

f premium luxury is what
you are after, there are two
destinations on Marbella’s
Golden Mile that deal in
other worldly levels of
opulence and it’s no coincidence that
they were dreamed up by the same
man.
In the early 1950s, an era when
the Côte D’Azur was teaming with
celebrities and the Costa del Sol was
steeped in post-war poverty, Prince
Alfonso of Hohenlohe-Langenburg
built a small hotel, known as The
Marbella Club.
Though the area had little more
than pine forests and crystal clear
waters to offer visitors, Europe’s
jet set joined Hollywood stars
such as Ava Gardner, Grace Kelly,
Audrey Hepburn and Cary Grant in
abandoning their favourite haunts
along the Riviera to sample its
charms, dusting it with glamour and
silver-screen magic.
The Marbella Club set the tone
of the town for years to come
and became one of its essential
landmarks. Inspired by its success,
the pioneering Prince decided to
follow it with an equally high-end
resort, called the Puente Romano –
a whitewashed Andalusian ‘village’,
complete with quaint winding
streets, a plaza and a town hall, not
to mention the old Roman bridge
dating back to the 1st Century AD,
which symbolically joins the past
with the present day.
Newly refurbished, there is a
potent level of luxury here that,
together with its ‘pueblo’ charm and
extravagant roster of facilities, has
just won it the Condé Nast Traveller
award for Best Spanish Resort.
“In my opinion, it is the most
prestigious prize for a hotel in the
world,” says its Director General,
Jorge Manzur. “It is the result of
the readers’ votes and that makes it
even more valuable. What the resort
is offering in terms of gastronomy,
leisure, nightlife and spa treatments
at the Six Senses Spa, is one of
the best in Spain and it is all these
elements rolled into one that won us
the vote.”

400

different species of plants can be
found in Puente Romano’s splendid
subtropical gardens.

While first impressions may be of
a sleepy Andalusian village, the
atmosphere can also be vibrant
depending on where you are and
which particular activity you are
engaged in. If you are wandering
through the subtropical gardens,
admiring the 400 different species of
plants or spending an hour lounging
around one of the four beachfront
pools, you may be lulled into a
feeling of delicious drowsiness. But
if it happens to be midnight and you
are on the dance floor at La Suite,
one of the most sophisticated clubs
on the Costa del Sol, you will notice
that the energy is altogether more
electric.
“Coming to this resort is a whole

The new Sixth Senses Spa, lives up to it’s name - it’s a blissful retreat where the senses are restored

experience,” says Manzur, who
explains the idea behind the eyepopping range of restaurants on
offer. “People have a prejudice
against hotel food. They think it’s no
good. But you only need to go back
100 years to hear the opposite – in
the old days, hotel restaurants were
the places to eat. So we wanted to
offer that experience again,” he says.
Imagine the choice 100 years ago and
then multiply that into infinity and
you may be close to what The Puente
Romano has on its collective menu.
Altogether there are nine restaurants
in the resort, one of which is run by
the Michelin star celebrity chef Dani
García who offers, on the one hand, a
sophisticated foodie experience with
all the trimmings at his two Michelin
star restaurant and, on the other, a
more relaxed brasserie evening with
tapas on the ‘village’ square where
live music adds to the ambience.
On either side of him is Italian
food, Thai, Nikkei – a Peruvian and
Japanese combo and organic, just
to mention a few. “Nowadays a lot
of people come here to eat from
outside,” says Manzur. “We are
considered the place if you want a
great gastronomic experience.”
But the Puente Romano is not just
about lazy days around the pool and
gourmet nights. The resort also has
plenty to help the tourist work up a
healthy appetite. Guests can wander
directly down to the beach and
choose from a range of aquatic sports
at the Beach Club, from banana rides
and jet skiing to Marbella’s latest
trend, paddle surf.

Jorge Manzur

Puente Romano
Beach Resort &
Spa has just won
the Condé Nast
Traveller Award
for the ‘Best
Spanish Resort’
If you prefer dry land for your
workout, the tennis club is basically
ace and, as such, has hosted a number
of international championships
featuring the game’s biggest stars
such as Boris Becker and John
McEnroe.
For golfers and equestrians, a trip to
the nearby Marbella Club offers an
18-hole golf course as well as stables
from where you can ride up into the
peace of the hills.
The new Sixth Senses Spa is a
blissful last base for guests, soothing
and revitalising, with a variety of
signature therapies and treatments
rendered in tranquil spaces with
hypnotic features such as waterfall
windows and mood lighting.

Enjoy a fantastic view of the Med from the Jacuzzi on the terrace of the Suite Real

The Village Square at Puente Romano is surrounded by a plethora of fine restaurants, nine in total - including two run by the
Michelin star celebrity chef Dani Garcia

The recent refurbishments have
helped the resort reach dizzying new
heights in terms of state of the art
facilities and sheer splendour but the
key to premium luxury is always the
service and that, as Manzur points
out, is also the most challenging
aspect of keeping guests happy.
“Expectations depend on each
guest’s nationality and culture,” he
explains. “Some people want an open
bar early in the morning and others
want breakfast served until 1 pm in
the afternoon. Cultural issues can be
challenging and we have to train the
staff to be able to deal with them. It’s
easy to offer incredible facilities but
the level of service offered by the
staff needs to be equal to them.”
The Condé Nast award is not only
PRODUCED BY VICEVERSA MEDIA

a great honour for the resort, it is
also one of those benchmarks of
excellence that inevitably raises
visitor’s expectations – expectations
that have to be met! “We have 550 to
600 guests a day in the hotel. They’re
reading we’re the best and they’re
paying for the best, so you better
give them the best,” says Manzur.
As far as the human factor is
concerned, the resort is working
with a clear advantage. As Manzur
points out, “The way Andalusian
people relate to others is amazing.
And that is one of the reasons people
come here. They’re not just coming
to Puente Romano, they’re coming
because of Marbella and Andalucia
and the welcome they get here. You
can have a member of staff who is

550-600

guests are staying at the Puente
Romano Hotel every day. All have
high expectations that depend on each
guest’s nationality and culture.

lacking in language skills, but who
invests so much love and care in
each guest that it more than makes
up for it. People in this part of Spain
are extremely helpful, whether it’s
giving directions or helping someone
in the supermarket. If you take this
natural tendency and add some
excellent training, the combination is
fantastic.”

...
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Costa del Sol: the Renaissance
The trend for high-end property takes off on the Costa del Sol
By Heather
Galloway

nyone who thinks the Costa
del Sol is synonymous with
cranes is living in the past.
On this stretch of Spanish coast,
the credit crunch turned out to be
a blessing in disguise. During the
boom years when land was selling
for €6,000 euros per square metre
and banks were doling out 100% and
110% loans, undesirable practises
attracted opportunists. But when
sales began to plummet in mid-2007,
this element all but evaporated,
leaving room for a more sustainable
and responsible type of residential
tourism to take root when the market
picked up again.
Now Marbella and neighbouring
Estepona and Benahavis, know
collectively as the Golden Triangle,
are leading the recovery with a 9.83%
sales increase in 2015, bringing the
volume close to the market’s 2006
glory days.
Prices, meanwhile, are still lagging
20% behind their pre-crisis peak.
“I think there’s a healthy underlying
demand that will push the price up,”
says Morten Remo, CEO of Siesta
Homes. “It will be interesting to see
what happens when the domestic
Spanish market starts buying, which
will probably happen next year.”

Almost all the main players in the
property sector agree that 2016 is a
window of opportunity for buyers.
The quality is up and there are
deals to be had, which will definitely
change when the demand outstrips
supply.
“The foreigners who have come
here with a view to buying are
aware that Spain has corrected
its prices, something that hasn’t
happened in other countries,” says
Ignacio Pérez, Head of Business
Development of the luxury La
Zagaleta Group.
They are also aware that the market
is quite a different beast than the one
that existed here 10 years ago. Ghetto
apartments are out and modern lowdensity builds are in with off-plan
buyers encouraged to have a say in
ultra modern, innovative designs.
“The crisis was a wake-up call,” says
Iván Rodríguez Puente, CEO of
Ikasa. “As businessmen, we have a
social responsibility. What we build
will be here for 200 years.”
This sentiment is echoed by
the Mayor of Marbella, José
Bernal, who emphasizes the need
for caution. “There is still land in
Marbella for development but we
can’t just throw up buildings because
the land and credit is there. If the
developers adapt to demand then
you get sustainable growth and avoid
the kind of bubble we had before the
crisis.”
It also ensures that the increasingly
discerning tourist can relax in an

31.3%

of foreign buyers in the Marbella area
are British - and they are not beerswilling louts, these are sharp shoppers
with flash tastes and money to burn.

Almost all the main players in the property sector agree that 2016 is a window of
opportunity for buyers.

environment they might actually
want to come back to, an important
consideration given that buyers are
usually tourists first. On this score,
Spain seems to be doing something
right – although a strong pound and
an unstable situation in the Middle
East hasn’t done the figures any
harm either. In the last couple of
years, it has broken all records for
tourism with 68 million visitors in
2015 making it the world’s third
most popular country for the third
consecutive year.
Estepona’s mayor, José María
García Urbano, responsible for

transforming the town into “the
garden of the Costa del Sol”,
describes its tourism figures over the
past two years as “spectacular” and
“above average for the area” while
Marbella’s mayor, Bernal points out
that his town “was the first to emerge
from the crisis and has carried the
other municipalities with it.”
A major appeal for tourists is, of
course, the ease with which the
destination can be reached. “We
have fantastic communications
with Europe and particularly the
UK,” says Pérez, referring to the
fact that the recently expanded and

modernised Malaga airport is just
35 minutes from Marbella. “We
have high speed trains. The highway
networks have improved. There’s
good shopping, good brands, good
security…” What’s not to like?
Clearly the British love it. While
the foreign market accounts for
80% of real estate sales in the zone,
the Brits account for 31.3% of
foreigner buyers. And they are not
beer-swilling louts happy with a bit
of concrete in the sun. Far from it.
These are sharp shoppers with flash
tastes and money to burn.
“The increase you see in sales
is largely driven by Mr and Mrs
Smith,” says Remo of Siesta Homes.
“They are prepared to spend more
and what they want is an extension of
their primary residence. Nowadays
people can work out of the office.
They want somewhere they can live
for long periods, not a shoe box.”
Sensing opportunity, investment
funds are also part of the new scene.
“They are on their way,” says Marc
Topiol, CEO of Sotogrande, a
high-end resort near Gibraltar. “But
they need to have vision because

property is not a commodity. It’s a
product – you have to understand
what the client wants.”
Meanwhile, Rodríguez from Ikasa
welcomes their arrival. “You can bet
they’ve done their homework,” he
says, “So you can get in behind them
like a cyclist does with a passing lorry.”
For individual buyers, it’s all about
getting a good advisor on board.
“Hire a good lawyer,” says Pérez
from the La Zagaleta Group. “You
don’t know how the rules work. It’s
quite complex. It will save a lot of
trouble in the long run.”
Not that any of this is putting buyers
off. According to Bernal, Marbella
and the surrounding areas see
more property deals in a day than
anywhere else in Spain and there is
no reason to suppose this will change
any time soon.
So just when you thought the Costa
del Sol was passé, it has emerged
from the ashes as one of the
world’s trendiest, most sought-after
destinations. Not surprising perhaps
when you take into consideration
the climate, the championship
golf courses, the number of blueflag beaches, the friendliness of
the locals, the safety factor and the
number of UNESCO heritage sites.
As Estepona’s mayor, García points
out, “We’ve been invaded by the
Romans and the Arabs but instead
of imposing their cultures on us,
they’ve adopted our culture. Even
the Barbarians and the Visigods
couldn’t resist.”

Propana Group is carving a niche at the Luxury Life in Europe’s Only Desert
top end of an upwardly mobile market
Andalucia’s easternmost province has year-round blue skies
No doubt about it, Marbella is
undergoing a compelling image
makeover. Having weeded out
elements that were decidedly
dubious, it appears to be starting
with a clean slate. No longer will
accolades such as the Costa del
Crime apply to this particular neck
of the woods.
Giving it their vote of confidence
are international players such as
the Propana Group whose portfolio
includes developments in central
London and the US.
“We started in the area in 2002 until
2008,” says Luke Davis, a partner in
the business. “In 2008, we moved to
Dubai working with a local developer
over there and then London. In the
last few years, we’ve been focusing
on the Marbella area. We still have
interests in other parts of the world,
but we believe the opportunity in
Spain outweighs the opportunity
elsewhere.”
Naturally, if Equity and Real Estate
Investment
Corporations
like
Propana are back it’s because the
buyers got there before them.
According to Propana’s Sales
Manager, Caroline Davis, “We can
personally say we are selling off-plan
again and there is a lot of confidence
in the market. People are spending
reasonable amounts of money. The
people we’ve been dealing with
see there is still a lot of value here
compared to other parts of Europe
and the rest of the world. They
can tell that the market is underrealised.”
Even so, why would invest in
property you can’t yet see with your
own eyes?
The fact is, of course, that nowadays
you can. “It’s very important to be
able to portray what you’re going to
deliver at the end,” says Luke. “Some
of the technology that’s available
now allows clients to see and feel
what they are buying. We have a
cinema in our office which renders
the client’s house in 3-D so they can
sit in it or walk around it and make

A
small
luxury
residential
development with excellent sports
facilities favoured by top sportsmen
and national teams, Desert
Springs Resort & Golf Club in
Almeria, Andalucia’s undiscovered
easternmost province, promises
year-round blue skies in a stunning
desert setting close to empty
beaches.
For those who prefer their resorts
low-key and well off the beaten
track, Desert Springs is situated
in the beautiful Almanzora Valley
in Almeria, an unspoiled area
surrounded by rugged, dramatic

adjustments.”
Not only are clients given a
clearer idea of what they are
getting for their money,
but the environment,
according to both
Luke and Caroline,
is geared to a more
discerning, high-end
investor.
Whereas
once some thought
Luke & Caroline Davies
it was all about

300

hectares of land belong to this Englishowned and run development which
offers Europe’s only world-class
championship golf course.

throwing up apartments for quick
profit, now the demand is for a more
exclusive, bespoke style of property,
a niche Propana has successfully
nailed with an award-winning
boutique development known as
El Madroñal Residence, which the
Sunday Times’ rated among its top
ten off-plan developments in Spain.
The complex consists of just three
villas that have been built on
2600m2 plots on what was once El
Madroñal tennis club. Opposite is La
Zagaleta – one of the most expensive
developments in the world – and
all around is a UNESCO protected
biosphere. “If you cut down one of
these trees,” says Caroline, “you’re

talking about a huge fine and the
potential loss of your building
licence. Nowadays, it’s harder to
build excessively or damage the
environment in any way, whereas
before that didn’t seem to be the
case.”
El Madroñal Residence has become
Propana’s signature development
in the Golden Triangle area near
Marbella with the focus firmly on
the bespoke angle. “We saw a gap in
the market and a chance to develop a
new contemporary style of property
that people wanted,” says Luke.
“We commissioned two renowned
architects down here who came
up with two conceptual villa styles.
Then we talked the clients through
the designs and adapted them to suit
their lifestyle.”
So the product is different and the
client has changed. But what about
the developers themselves? “The
really nice thing about the market
now is that there has been a big
change,” says Caroline.
Certainly, the new environment suits

‘‘I’m moving to Spain. How can I set up
my assets to be as tax efficient as possible?’’
Talk to the people who know.

landscape. With just 300 units,
the
charming,
high-quality
development offers properties to
suit all budgets, from bijou one-bed
apartments to sumptuous five-bed
country houses with private pool.
The climate in this extreme southeastern part of Spain is delightfully
warm and dry, with the most
sunshine hours in Andalucia, and
the lowest rainfall in Spain - the
resort is set high on a plateau
between the mountains and the
Mediterranean sea. Winters are
mild, and summers temperate,
cooled by the sea breeze. Nearby
are superb, deserted beaches and
Cabo de Gata natural park, while
Almeria international airport is an
easy 40-minute drive away.
This English-owned and run
development covers 300 hectares
and offers Europe’s only worldclass championship desert golf
course. Frequented by the likes
of Ian Woosnam and Steve
Richardson, the 72-par Indiana golf

course hosted the PGA EuroPro
Tour Championship 2015. As Ian
Woosnam says, “The course is in
immaculate condition with greens
of equal quality to those we play
our own tour events on. If you want
to hone your game, immaterial of
what standard of golfer you are,
then this is the place to come!”
Desert Springs is also popular with
other British sporting greats - Sir
Ian Botham has a property, as does
Olympic athlete Daley Thompson,
who mentors the Sierra Sports &
Fitness Club. Additionally, the
resort has outstanding football
and tennis facilities – and, most
unusually for Spain, excellent
cricket facilities. The England
Cricket Squad prepared for the
2015 Ashes at Desert Springs.
Exceptional family and leisure
facilities include the Croc Club in
a thatched African longhouse, rockset swimming pools, and a gourmet
restaurant. The Day Spa offers
treatments using the delectable
Neal’s Yard Therapy organic
products.
One of Desert Springs’ strongest
advantages is that it can be
enjoyed all year round. As Fraser
Prynn, Development Director
of Almanzora Bay Group, which
owns Desert Springs, says, “What
we’re trying to do here [is offer] 12

Fraser Prynn

months of holidays - golf in winter,
beach in summer, sports practice give people the whole experience.”
Almeria is one of Andalucia’s leastdeveloped provinces - as Fraser
explains, it was one of the last places
in Spain to get an infrastructure.
“We didn’t have a motorway here
until 15 years ago.”
“We’ve got huge amounts of land
and a very small population here.
We’ve got the best weather in
Europe, with a climate similar to
Florida. No other area I know of
in Andalucia has a more brilliant
future.”
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Back in the swing
Out of the rough, Quabit aims to resume its position among the
frontrunners in the property sector.
ue to a rigorous process of
restructuring both their
debt and the company
itself, the real estate giant Quabit is
back on the freeway with a number
of projects ready to promote. On
the Costa del Sol, it is marketing a
golf development close to the five
star Finca Cortesín resort between
Estepona and Sotogrande, an area
which boasts some of the best golf
courses in Europe and international
championships such as the Ryders
Cup and the European Tour’s Volvo
Masters.
Situated on the periphery of
the Casares Green course, the
Quabit development consists of 96
reasonably priced apartments whose
design combines contemporary and
traditional features. “It’s an accessible
product aimed at the middle classes,”
says Félix Abánades, President of the
Group which features on the Madrid
stock exchange. “It’s not in the ultraluxury bracket, but the quality is
good. Obviously not everyone can
afford a home in Marbella itself, but
it’s the Marbella brand. And it uses
sustainable energy technology.”
This eco-friendly aspect of Quabit
has become a focus for the company
in recent years whose commitment
includes lowering CO2 emissions
and saving water, which of course,
golf courses are notoriously guilty
of wasting. “We are employing
alternative energy sources to reduce
the impact on the environment,” says
Félix who has signed Quabit up for
certification from the internationally
recognized
body,
BREEAM
(Building Research Establishment
Environmental
Assessment
Methodology).
The result of a merger between
three entities, including Félix’s
successful Rayet Promotions, Quabit

The Quabit development is on the edge of the Casares Green golf course

Quabit are reducing
their impact on
the environment
by lowering C02
emissions and
saving water.
had its share of grief during the
recession but has built up its muscle
again. “Before the crisis, we had
assets valued of 3,800 million with
an insignificant debt of just €1,200,”
says Félix. “Then the market value of
land plummeted and our debt grew.
They were very complicated years
but we are one of the few companies
to have survived.”
Increasing the company’s capital

and restructuring its debt was key
to getting it back in the game with a
clean slate. “2015 was very important
for us,” says Félix. “We managed to
come to an agreement to restructure
the remaining debt which has fallen
significantly to €200 million. After
that, Quabit managed with success
a €45 million capital increase to
continue accelerating it’s growth and
development. The company now has
a consolidated financial base, healthy
assets, an expert team and more than
20 years of experience to help drive
it forward.
Now it is building up its portfolio
across Spain, with 300 properties
on the market during the first half
of 2016 alone, and 200 more to go
forward by the end of the year. With
a debt to pay off by 2022, it aims
to sell an impressive 1,000 homes
a year over the next three or four

Quabit are looking to develop in Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia and Andalucía.

Félix Abánades

years. “The areas we’re looking at for
development and the building up of
the company are Madrid, Barcelona,
Valencia and Andalusia,” he says,
“particularly the Costa del Sol, from
Malaga to Cadiz with a focus on
residential property development.”
While the sector proved to be Spain’s
Achilles heel during the recession,
Félix believes it could now be the
country’s salvation and is positive
about Quabit’s prospects within that

framework.
“Spain has everything,” he says. “It’s
very well connected with frequent
flights that make it quick and easy
to get to. There’s infrastructure from
quality healthcare to motorways.
The coast has the ideal climate – not
too hot in summer and pleasant in
the winter. We need to know how
to harness the potential and take
advantage of it.”
Spain’s coastline is, according to Félix,
its golden egg and could continue
to be so indefinitely if managed
correctly. “The sector attracts outside
investment of more than €20 million
which is not to be sniffed at,” he
says. “It has a far more important
‘export’ market than the food sector,
say. The properties are designed and
constructed here and that creates a
lot of employment. Then the buyer
comes here and consumes here and

he even pays taxes here. There’s a lot
of talk about how to increase growth
in other industries, when we have
this potential staring us in the face.
In Florida, they recognise what they
have and make the most of it. And
here we are, the Florida of Europe, so
why aren’t we doing the same thing?”
Quabit, at least, aims to do its bit
to ‘export’ Spain’s undervalued
property to the rest of the world.
Bolstered by Spain’s economic
growth and boasting an investmentfriendly liquidity, its share prices are
predicted to shoot up by 126% on
the stock market in the near future.
“Quabit does not have a liquidity
problem anymore,” says independent
financial advisor Arcano Valores. “It
has a healthy balance and a strategy
that is working because the company
is strengthening its development arm
and launching new products.”

Most prominent Spanish developers continue
to bet for The Costa del Sol
With the banks still holding thousands of
repossessed properties, now is the time to get a
foothold on the property ladder.
here’s one good reason
tourists and buyers should
be flocking back to the Costa
del Sol, according to Madrid-based
property developer José Domingo
Rodríguez Losada, and that is value
for money. “The prices have always
been lower here than in the rest
of Europe,” says the businessman
who started out in the 1960s when
property in Spain was indeed eyewaveringly cheap. “But now things
are practically being given away. You
can get good hotel for €100 a night.
You spend another €100 on eating
out and you’re talking about no more
than €200 a day. Come for 15 days
and you have a really good deal.
And what’s more, you get really well

84,000

repossessed properties all over Spain
are held by banks, plus plots of lands.
Once they get rid of this stock prices
will really start to go up.

looked after into the bargain.”
Losada’s corporation, Azata, was
a big presence on this stretch of
coast during the boom years. The
group built several hotels in Madrid,
as well as the apart hotel Pyr in
Marbella Puerto Banús with 300
rooms, and these have been ticking
over nicely bringing in steady rents
during the recession. Now Azata is
picking up where it left off on the

residential development scene, with
their focus moving beyond Marbella
to Estepona and, San Roque, just a
stone’s throw from Gibraltar.
“Andalusia is important to our
business,” says Losada whose
ambitious projects across Spain have
earned him headlines over the years.
“We have developments in Marbella,
San Roque, Estepona, Manilva and
Casares. Some of them are still in the
planning stages and others are built
and ready to sell. In Estepona, one of
the developments has a golf course
that was abandoned when the crisis
struck, and is now being completed.
We also have plots of 500 and 2.000
m2 for villas with views of Africa. In
total, we have enough land for 3,000
homes. This is land that was bought
before the crisis. Of course, we will
be getting it ready to put on the
market bit by bit.”
Back to opportunities hunting,
Losada believes there is a wealth
of opportunity in the vicinity for
developers in search of land. “There
are still a lot of half developed
urbanizations in the hands of the
banks,” he says. “And they are selling
for an eighth of what they were
going for before the crisis. This is a
great time to buy. The land prices
before the crisis were seven or eight
times more than they are now. Land
that was selling for €900 per metre
squared, is now selling for €200 and
€300.
The banks have 84,000 repossessed
properties all over Spain and plots of
land on their books. Once they get
rid of this stock, prices will really

José Domingo Rodríguez Losada

“This is a great time
to buy. Before the
crisis land that was
selling for €900 per
metre squared, is
now selling for €200
and €300 per metre
squared.”
start to go up.”
While Marbella is at something
of a standstill due to the lack of
premium land to develop and the
paralysis of the town plan that was
thrown out by the Supreme Court,
Estepona is on a vertiginous upward
trajectory. Previously considered
Marbella’s poorer cousin, the town
is rapidly shedding this image,
thanks to a mayor with ambitions to
match Losada’s own. “The mayor of
Estepona is taking his job seriously
and is aiming to make it one of the
most important resorts on the coast.
He is talking about designating a

50,000,000m2 swathe of land towards
the back of the town below the
mountains for luxury villas and golf
courses. This should put Estepona
firmly on the map for the high-end
tourist.”
With interests in everything from
office buildings to residential
developments, hotels and buildto-rent projects, Azata managed
to pretty much cruise through
the recession that put many of his
competitors out of business. “We
managed to survive this crisis quite
well,” says Losada, “because during
the crises of 1975 and 1985 we were
able to acquire some important
assets and we began to build to rent.”
Now the Azata group is in a position
to finish where it left off in 2008.
“We invested in a lot of land near the
beach during the boom years between
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50,000,000 m2

is the size of the swathe of land towards the back of Estepona that is being
designated for luxury villas and golf courses. This should put Estepona firmly on the
map for the high-end tourist.

Marbella and Sotogrande. They are
basically residential developments,
half of which were built then. Some
we sold and the rest we are in the
process of rehabilitating. If the
market keeps growing, in the next
two or three years we will have quite
a portfolio to market in the area.”
As Losada does not believe the crisis
is yet over in Spain, he is naturally
targeting a wider audience for this
myriad of developments. “Most of
the growth on the coast here is due
to individual buyers. A lot of them

come from northern Europe and,
of course, England. The French are
also buying but the Russian market
has fallen away because of the drop
in petrol prices. To harness these
markets, we are delegating to agents
outside the company who have more
contacts than we have. You have to
reach the buyers in their country and
bring them over so they can see for
themselves and take advantage of a
unique opportunity to invest in the
Coast .”
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Golden oportunities
With a more discerning client, the product has to boast a cutting
edge design, a spacious location and, why not some income
potential to boot?
ention Spain and your
head will no doubt flood
with images that include
crowded developments, chip butties
and general holiday excess. But this
sweep of Spanish coastline, Costa
del Sol still boasts an exclusive
enclave synonymous with glamour,
sophistication and easy living called
the Golden Triangle. And it is here
that Fausto Martínez Villa laid the
foundations of FM Realty Group
25 years ago and here that he is
brushing himself off after a long spell
of stormy weather and taking time to
admire again his choice of location.
While his corporation is still standing
strong, many of his competitors have
been uprooted and washed away
by the turbulence of a construction
crisis that brought the sector to
its knees. “We had a big exodus of
people,” he says. “Some of them are
coming back – it always happens.”
Because, of course, the market is
getting back on its feet –high-end
real estate prices are still down 20 to
25%, but they are on the turn.
Encompassing Marbella, Estepona
and Benahavís, the Golden Triangle
is Spain’s playground for the rich and
famous, but it also holds an allure for
ordinary folk keen to get a foothold
in a stretch of premium real estate
that has in its arsenal stunning subtropical scenery, golden beaches,
mountain backdrops and the allimportant micro-climate.
Referring to the accessible market
prices, Fausto says, “Yes they are
down, but that doesn’t mean that
they will stay down because people
are buying land – I know this because
we are negotiating their deals.”
With conditions slowly improving
for the last eight years, Fausto’s

A stunning lounge and terrace at Syzygy Residences
Fausto Martínez
Villa laid the
foundations of FM
Realty Group 25
years ago. He
now has 19
develpments
under his belt.

FM Realty Group are now forging
ahead with three new projects –
Syzygy Villas, Syzygy Residences
and Terrazas de Atalaya –gated
communities less than a mile from
the beach between Marbella and
Estepona that are about to be
released.
With 19 developments under his
belt, Fausto is an old hand at this
game but there is no doubt that his
experiences during the crisis years

Las Terrazas de Atalaya

Syzygy Villas is a small-scale urbanisation of Mediterranean villas

has triggered a shift in strategy. “I
hope we have learned some lessons,”
he says. “One is to have a higher
percentage of the properties sold
before starting to build. Another is to
sell to individuals whose budgets are
more flexible rather than requiring
the high percentage mortgages that
used to be available.

Three off-plan
developments
Syzygy Villas is a small-scale
urbanisation
consisting
of
Mediterranean-style villas. With
well-maintained gardens that are
equipped with private pools as
well as bespoke detailing to the
exterior, this is an attractive option
for those seeking a balance between
independent and community living.
All the villas have guaranteed Sea

Views from the upper floor.
Syzygy Residences, meanwhile, is
a bigger urbanisation of 47 two and
three-bed contemporary apartments
and penthouses with views of the sea
and the mountains. Both projects
are developed by SYZYGY HOMES
and are located on the edge of “Los
Flamingos” and are a short stroll to
the local village of Cancelada.
Terrazas de Atalaya, a golf
enthusiast’s nirvana is situated on the
periphery of the Atalaya Golf and
Country Club.
An Exxacon Group construction,
the properties here consist of 56
modern penthouses and apartments,
a
medium-scale
development
with plenty of space between the
buildings with views to the golf and
the Mediterranean Sea.
Low density is something Fausto
is keen to maintain as a hallmark

of his brand, which is behind the
development of Las Terrazas de
Cortesin, luxury penthouses and
apartments located on the residential
estate of the award-winning five star
Finca Cortesin hotel Spa & Golf
resort.
These two and three bedroom luxury
properties all have ample terraces
and sea views and are selling so fast
that FM is expanding the project to
bring in a third phase.
There is no doubt that hot sales are
something new in the post-crisis
era. Until recently, even prime real
estate has been hard to sell and
survival during the credit crunch
for companies such as FM Realty
depended on strategies such as
rental management, which Fausto
has incorporated into the groups
core activities.
“By renting out the owners’

properties we keep the community
lively,” he says. “It makes it attractive
for potential buyers because they can
see people swimming in the pool and
having a drink in the “chiringuito”.
It’s also really comfortable for the
owners because we maintain their
homes when they’re not using them
and rent them out, not just in July
and August but from April to the end
of October.”
So what does the future hold for this
haven of exclusivity on Spain’s most
popular stretch of coastline? Fausto,
for one, is feeling upbeat about the
new climate. “The difference now
is that there is less speculation,” he
says. “Generally, we are selling to
a client who will actually use the
apartment and who is possibly going
to rent the apartment for the benefit
of himself and his family. And that,
for me is what it is all about.”

The magic of Marbella at you fingertips
Home to Saudi princes, multi-millionaire footballers, Hollywood stars and European
royalty, Marbella doesn’t have much in the way of premium land to spare.

ltavista owner Michael
Liggan
managed
to
procure some quality
real estate just five
minutes from Marbella’s quaint old
town, whose Moorish influence
makes it one of the jewels of this
Mediterranean mecca.
Situated to the east of the old Moorish
quarter that was conquered by Spain
in the 15th century, this prime piece
of realty has been transformed into
a luxury development called La
Finca de Marbella with the help of
his partner in development, Stuart
Clark. “The clients love it because
it is so close to Marbella,” Michael
says. “It’s walking distance to the
beach and the beachfront has just
been extended which means you
can do great walks along it in winter
as well as using the beach in the
summer months.”
The Marbella lifestyle may have
spread out to Benahavis and

Estapona, the so-called Golden
Triangle, but there is no doubt
that Marbella itself is still at the
heart of the action. A burgeoning
mini metropolis, it attracts a crowd
wealthy enough to take their pick
of glamorous destinations. Instead,
it has flocked here to this highprofile hub on the Costa del Sol that
provides 300 days of sunshine and a
cultural mix of 134 nationalities.

300 DAYS

of sunshine every year and a cultural
mix of 134 nationalities makes
Marbella a global magnet.

So what is it that makes Marbella a
global magnet? “There’s a big choice
of restaurants and shops. Anything
you can get in a major capital city
can be got here,” says Michael. “But

La Finca de Marbella is a luxurious
development situated to the east of the
old Moorish quarter of Marbella.

help banks and developers to sell
existing stock,” Still, that doesn’t
mean he has any intention of
indulging the practices that brought
the crisis about. Lifestyle, not
speculation, is his focus.
“This is a lifestyle development,”
he says, referring to La Finca de
Marbella. “People who are buying
here are buying for themselves to use
in the short, medium and long-term.
Of course, it’s also an investment.
The value of the property will grow.
But it’s secondary to the lifestyle
choice.”
The Marbella lifestyle is, after all,
what his Irish and English parents
were seduced by when they met in
the resort and chose to settle down
here some years ago. “I was born
locally,” says Michael who declares
himself besotted with the town.
“This is home. Now I have my own
children who are growing up here

you can also drive for 15 minutes
and find yourself in the typical old
whitewashed Spanish village that
time forgot, having lunch in a tapas
bar. Where else can you have this
international infrastructure but at
the same time be so close to the
traditional world?”
The appeal of Marbella is clear but
it didn’t make it recession proof.
“Three or four years ago, people
were asking us if Spain was going to
pull out of Europe and if the single
currency was going to break up,”
Michael points out. “We had massive
concerns about the economy.”
Not that the crisis worked against
Michael. In fact, he used it as a
springboard to launch Altavista. “We
started at the peak of the crisis,” he
explains. “The original idea was to
PRODUCED BY VICEVERSA MEDIA

Michael Liggan,
owner and
founder of
Altavista

and I’m very happy about that.
There’s a big choice of international
schools and there’s a lot to do.”
Describing himself as European
rather than British, Irish or Spanish,
he is well qualified to cater to an
international clientele, though he
also insists the art of listening comes
in handy. “The approach to buying
property has changed,” he says.
“The buyers know what they want.
They are on Internet and they are
researching. So the best thing you
can do is listen and see if you can
meet their requirements.”
Listening out for what the client
wants led Michael to the conclusion

that a great deal of value could be
added to developed property if it
included a bespoke element. Hence,
the villas in La Finca de Marbella
come in various shapes and sizes,
allowing the client to choose not only
his plot and panoramic views, but
also whether to have an open-plan
kitchen or a kitchen bar.
Set among olive groves and pine
trees, these trendy villas also take
into account the overriding appeal
of the climate by incorporating a
seamless integration of interior and
exterior living into the design with
floor to ceiling windows that slide
into the walls.
Other developments are now
in the pipeline, though this has
meant pushing out into the Golden
Triangle, or greater Marbella. It’s a
case of different strokes for different
folks.
La Montesa development, for
example, is close to Cabopino marina
that has an altogether more intimate
flavour than the rocking glamour of
Puerto Banús. But then Marbella is
famously all things to all people. As
they say, anyone can come and make
a life here.
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Made in Andalucia

Gourmet exports are reaching an ever-wider and
more appreciative audience.
By Fiona Watson

Anyone who has been to
Andalucia will be familiar
with the region’s superb
gastronomy. Fine food is a huge part
of everyday life, and its associated
activities - shopping, eating, cooking
- are all treated with great reverence.
Dining is a treasured experience, not
just a necessity.
Andalucia has the ideal terrain and
climate for cultivating numerous
first-class raw ingredients, and
has a centuries-old heritage of
making olives, grapes and pork into
outstanding products. Since Roman
times, high-quality olive oil has been
produced in the area, while the
Phoenicians first made wine in Cadiz
3000 years ago, and today both these
industries are stronger than ever.
Andalucia is the world’s number one
producer of olive oil, with almost
40% of total global production around a million tonnes. One-third
of Andalucia’s agricultural land is
planted with olive trees, and sales of
Andalucian olive oil grew a staggering
56% between 2011 and 2015, to a

One-third of Andalucía’s agricutural land is planted with olive trees.
million tonnes, worth 2,000 million
euros. Nearly 500 companies export
their olive oil from Andalucia, with
Britain the fifth-largest market at
nearly 100 million euros.
Another world-renowned Andalucian
product which is exported all over
the world is jamon iberico de bellota,
gourmet air-cured ham made from
Iberian acorn-fed pigs, nothing less
than a religion for Andalucians,
while sustainably-caught bluefin
tuna caught off the coast is frozen
and sent to Japan to be served as
delectably tender sushi.

Jamon Iberico – gourmet air-cured ham – is exported all over the world

In total, one-fifth of all Spanish
food and drink exports originate in
Andalucia, where the number one
area is fruit and vegetables – and
tomatoes are the top product.
Spain has long been famous for its
wines, producing more wine than
any other country in the world. But
now Andalucian tipples are starting
to challenge established Rioja and
Rueda wineries, with exports of
wines and other alcoholic drinks from
the region worth almost 250 million
euros in total. Boutique wineries in
Ronda have a growing reputation
among aficionados, while sherry,
the fortified, aged and blended wine
made in the area around Jerez de
la Frontera, is enjoying a dramatic
resurgence. No longer the realm
of the maiden aunt’s pre-Sunday
snifter, sherry is becoming known
for its versatility for pairing with all
types of food, as well as for using in
hip cocktails as favoured by top US
mixologists.
As a region with an ancient tradition
of producing upscale foods for
a discerning public, Andalucia’s
gourmet exports are reaching an
ever-wider and more appreciative
audience.

Spain’s secret weapon

Dubbed a super food, olive oil has taken off in the UK, with
Spanish brands moving up to rival the Italian stalwarts

paniards have one of the highest
life expectancies in Europe;
they also consume large
quantities of olive oil. Coincidence?
Italians also live longer than most
and though there are a number of
naysayers when it comes to the health
benefits of what Homer referred to
as “liquid gold”, it is generally agreed
that the extra virgin variety has quite
a lot going for it.
As
a
cornerstone
of
the
Mediterranean diet – considered one
of the healthiest diets in the world – it
is used by Spanish households as an
everyday commodity with a positive
spinoff. Rich in monounsaturated fat,

Sergio Anton
it is thought to help reduce Type 2
diabetes and stall heart disease. It is
also high in antioxidants, which means
it can play a role in the prevention of
cancer while additional properties
can reduce inflammation as well as
help in the fight against osteoporosis,
and Alzheimer’s Disease.
To what extent it can perform
miracles is debatable but that hasn’t
stopped the UK consumer coming

The essence of Andalucia

After years of playing a starring role in local culture, Spain’s
Mediterranean gastronomy is making a name for itself on the
international stage

Pablo Mora-Figueroa

round to the idea of making it a part
of their diet, with 50% of British
households using it regularly. “Olive
oil is becoming more popular in
Britain, particularly Spanish olive
oil,” says Sergio Anton, Deputy
General and Corporate Development
Director of La Española, the olive oil
brand whose product range includes
La Española extra virgin and the
exclusive.
Of course, we associate olive oil with
the olive groves of Italy and Greece,
while Spain conjures up bullfights
and sangria but those perceptions are
gradually changing. “Italy has been
our main competition,” acknowledges
Anton whose company is Spain’s
largest exporter of olive oil. “People
outside Spain tend to think Italian
olive oil is better. But to be fair, you
can get great oil from Italy and Spain.
Spain’s olive is very good but has been

slower to gain a reputation because
for a long time we couldn’t export it in
case it pushed up the prices at home.”
Now a market leader in Australia
and Germany, La Española is also
becoming popular in the UK with
“the UK consumer giving the Spanish
product a chance.”
Not before time. Spanish olive oils
have been garnering 70% of the
international awards, according
to Anton, a sure sign that they
are worth a try. Boosting their
appeal further is the rising profile
of Spanish gastronomy. “We don’t
have a fast-food option like pizza
in Spain,” says Anton. “Spanish
cuisine is more elaborate and so the
mainstream consumer doesn’t know
about Spanish food. It’s a high-end
market which, in the end, is good
for us because olive oil is a high-end
product.”

he sun-kissed southern
region of Andalucia is
renowned as much for
the fiesta as the siesta, the one
naturally succeeding the other.
From carnivals to Holy processions
and wine fairs, hardly a week goes
by without something to celebrate.
Accompanying this love of a good
party is a tradition of fine food and
wine stretching back centuries.
Basking in the warmth of an almost
perfect climate, Andalusia is blessed
with a wealth of natural produce
from vineyards, orange and lemon
groves and market gardens that
infuse the countryside with delicate
fragrances and splashes of colour,
sensual enough to inspire the most
prosaic chef or vintner.
The world has long been sipping
Sherry from Jerez, but more recently,
local culinary favourites such as
gazpacho are also finding their way
onto supermarket shelves in the UK
and elsewhere. In fact, while foodies
used to think Italy when referring to
Mediterranean delicacies, Spain is
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Using a distillation method that dates back hundreds of years, this is a
natural product made drop by drop - completely unique.
now very much on the agenda.
“Spanish wine is beginning to be
discovered and appreciated outside
Spain,” says Pablo Mora-Figueroa,
President of Casalbor, the genius
behind the new plant-based INDI
mixer. “Tempranillo is uniquely ours
and people are realizing that it is very
good. They make wine much better
than they used to.”
A connoisseur of both alcoholic and
non-alcoholic drinks, Figueroa has
handpicked a pioneering team to
investigate all the natural ingredients
available to them, including spices
and herbs that were traditionally
shipped in to the port of Santa Maria,
Cadiz, and concoct a 100% natural
range of mixers, using a distillation
method that dates back hundreds of
years. “It’s a product you make drop

by drop, which is a different way of
working,” says Figueroa. “But that
is why it INDI is unique. Nobody
in the world is making drinks like
we are. And when people discover
something as natural as this, they fall
in love with it.”
This gentle artisan distillation method
is a throwback to the apothecary
tradition in the port when the spices
and herbs from Asia were turned into
medicines. The result is a boutique
product far more exotic than the
average bottle of Schweppes. “We
can’t compete with the main brands,”
says Figueroa. “But in nightclubs like
Pacha in Ibiza, there will be those in
the Funky Room or El Cielo who
will be happy to pay for something
a little more chic and glamorous. So
we have to be there.”

